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From: Adrian Field <adriantfield@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Mar 4, 2021 at 9:48 PM 
Subject: Fwd: FW: TSMV ASP's 
To: <municipal.clerk@canmore.ca> 

Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06.  

Mayor and Council, 

I am writing to oppose approval of the ASP’s for Three Sisters Mountain Village and Smith 
Creek. 

I’ve spent quite some time reviewing the masses of material provided from the developer, third 
party assessments and from engaged community members.  I’m pleased to see that the dialogue 
has been constructive - and this is a good foundation for a decision of this magnitude to be built 
upon.  I would like to propose that Council and community need to ask two fundamental 
questions of themselves: 

1. Do we, as a community, want to hold ourselves to the same standards as we did in
1992?

2. What should be the parameters for future development (if any) on the remaining
TSMV lands -  if that development is to be considered to be “good for the
community”

Regarding the first question, the 1992 decision was made in a very different time when the 
realities and understanding of the principal issues were vastly different than they are now.  These 
principal issues include: 

 Understanding of wildlife movements and effective corridor design
 Global warming and Canmore’s declaration of a climate emergency
 Study and understanding of the risks of undermining (including at least two costly repairs

to municipal infrastructure as a result)
 Massive increases in house pricing and associated lack of affordable housing
 Exponential growth in vehicle numbers and associated GHG emissions and traffic

congestion
 The construction of empty weekend homes and the associated municipal expenses of

maintaining the infrastructure that service them
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I would like to propose the following motion for Council to consider: 

 That Council direct Administration to return with a report outlining: 

 the methodology by which the 1992 NRCB decision could be overturned; and

 what would be the limits of the Town’s legal liability if the NRCB decision were to
be repealed as a result of Town actions. 

I don’t believe the question has been explored in any detail in the last 30 years and, with a 
decision of this magnitude I think we owe it too ourselves and future generations to at least ask 
the question.   

Regarding the second question, I find: 

 that the amount of information is staggering

 that I’m astounded that it doesn’t seem to be possible to build a comparative analysis
table 

I’ve spent quite a bit of time trading emails with Josh Welsh – who’s been very helpful.  The 
conclusion that I’ve come to is that if its hard to say whether the ASP’s meet the criteria or not 
then we owe it to community and developer to clearly outline what the limits are. 

I’ve attached a spreadsheet which is my best attempt at a comparative analysis of the proposed 
new ASP’s and the TSMV lands that been built on to-date.  As far as I can see this development: 

 Exceeds the number of units contemplated in the NRCB decision (9,324 vs 8,815)
 Exceeds the population contemplated in the NRCB decision (20,817 vs 15,000)
 Fails to achieve the commercial SF contemplated in the NRCB decision (35,766 vs

133,000) 
 Is proposed to be built beyond the growth boundary

A number of the other criteria are not easily quantifiable and there are assumptions in the data 
above that could be challenged too.  My point is that if the goal posts are not clearly defined then 
how can the process be fair to either community or developer. 

I would like to suggest the Council provide clear direction to the applicant on the primary 
constraints in the ASP including: 

 Number of units
 SF commercial
 What undermined areas (if any) may be built upon
 Minimum wildlife corridor width
 Whether development beyond the growth boundary will be permitted

The applicant should then resubmit revised ASPs and Administration should review and provide 
a comparative analysis as they would for any other development. 
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 Regards 

Adrian Field 



Item Relvant policy/legislation Direction from 

Poicy/legislation

Comments/source TSMV propsal Comments/source Policy/legislation met? Variance from 

policy

Number of units NRCB 8,510 6086 residential plus 2425 commercial 9,384 2632 residential units plus 112 hotel 

rooms alrady built

plus 6640 proposed

employee housing units not included 

in count

No 10%

Population NRCB 15,000 20,817 6,317 existing plus 14,500 proposed No 39%

SF commercial NRCB 133,000 35,766 13,935 from site 1 (TSMV)

21,831 from site 8 (smith creek) 

No - if commercial is driver for 

financial sustainability then 

commercial target should be met

-73%

Building on undermined 

areas

https://www.qp.alberta.ca/

documents/Regs/2020_034

.pdf

Town of Canmore do not 

need to consider 

underming risks

(2) Canmore and Canmore’s agents 

have no responsibility, duty or 

obligation to consider undermining 

and related conditions in designated 

land with respect to the adoption of 

an area structure plan or the 

subdivision, development or other 

land use planning function of Canmore 

under Part 17 of the Act and the 

Subdivision and Development 

Regulation (AR 43/2002), including, 

without restricting the generality of 

the foregoing, with respect to the 

enforcement, maintenance or 

inspection of undermining and related 

conditions in designated land.

 Risks can be mitigated TSMV ASP's No - province will only cover 3rd partly 

liability 

ToC will be responsible to maintain 

infrastucture, including damage 

caused by susidence

Home owners will be responsible for 

damge to their property caused by 

undermining

Wildlife corridor width Defer to provice Unclear? How wide should 

the coridors be according 

to Ford et al?

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ta

b=rm&ogbl#inbox/WhctKJWQflDglXdj

XWnhnjsRvwsKMgxsrfrRwhgppZwQSz

bMQzQhbZGhCPsGRJhsnBDJtxq?proje

ctor=1&messagePartId=0.1

 Corridor width = ?

Are fences 

contemplated in Ford 

et al? 

TSMV ASP's unclear

Number of affordable 

housing units

NRCB  60% should be "low or 

modest cost" 

 not sure? TSMV ASP's unclear

Growth boundary  MDP Growth boundary clearly 

defined

Build beyond it Smith Creek ASP No

Sustainable transportation Canmore Integrated 

Transportation Plan

achieve 15% walk/bike 

and 5% transit mode 

share

file:///C:/Users/fielda/Downloads/Inte

grated%20Transportation%20Plan%20

(1).pdf

Bike paths and transit 

accomodated

TSMV ASP's Unclear - I don't think a traffic impact 

assessment has been completed?

SF site coverage

Financial plan - long term 

operating costs

Financial plan - long term 

tax base 

11 Criteria pass 0?

Criteria fail 5
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